shown that these solutions check with those of Temple & Jahn (1945) and hence with others The failure of Collar's simplified theory (Collar 1944) is also explained.
I n t r o d u c t io n
This work gives the linearized theory of thin two-dimensional supersonic aerofoils in unsteady motion, in a form which brings out its full physical significance. The method of attack is the superposition of the fundamental fields of flow due to point and fine sources. Results are given for the growth of lift following a change of in cidence, and following entry into gusts of various types, and all these results appear to be new.
Most previous investigators, with an eye to flutter applications, have concentrated on periodic solutions. Possio, von Borbely, Temple & Jahn (1945) and Garrick & Rubinow (1947) successively calculated the pressure distribution over a thin twodimensional aerofoil performing small oscillations in a supersonic stream. Mathe matically, these are perfectly satisfactory solutions to a problem in hyperbolic partial differential equations, and their accuracy from this point of view is fully established. But they are open to the criticism th at they offer little insight into the physical processes involved.
The type of solution just as fundamental as the oscillatory one is the 'transient' solution, whose characteristic expression is the Heaviside unit-step function. The functions representing the growth of lift over an aerofoil following a change of incidence or entry into a sharp-edged gust have been prominent in the corre sponding theory for incompressible fluid and are associated with the names of Wagner, von Karman and Sears. I t is found th at in the supersonic case these solu tions are readily obtained and admit of direct physical interpretation. The chordwise pressure distributions, analogous to those of Sohngen (1940) , are by-products of this calculation.
. D e f in it io n s a n d n o t a t io n

< f >
= velocity potential such th at velocity vector u = -grad (}> . p = air density. p = air-pressure change from standard.
[ 245 ] xjriG = lift-growth function for gust. x[rla = pjpaUot secp = pressure-growth function for change in incidence a. r2a = lift-growth function, for change in incidence.
H(x) = Heaviside's unit-step function = 1*0 if x^O , 0 if 0.
The above list is by no means exhaustive, but all subsidiary symbols are defined as they occur.
. P o in t so u r c e a t r e st
The phenomena are easily visualized in this simple case, and are described rather fully as an introduction to the point of view required in the later developments of this paper. W ith the usual assumptions of the linearized theory, a disturbance travels with the speed of sound a,.regarded as constant. Clearly, a point disturbance will spread to a sphere of radius at after time t.
The wave equation for the velocity potential with spherical symmetry is | 5 (r<6) = « -2| 5(r?J), and r< }> = f(at -r)is a solution, for all ordinary functions/. In particular, for a s which emits volume Va s a pulse at t
The radial velocity is u = -d<f>/dr. Thi flux through a fixed sphere of radius r up to time t is rr2 judr = V{H(at -r) + r8(at -(see figure 1 ).
As the wave passes through the fixed sphere there is an outward, followed by an inward, surge leaving a residual flux V. Correspondingly, the pressure change is p = pd(/>ldt = {pVial^nr)8\a t -r), from which it will be seen th at the disturbance propagates as a high-pressure surge followed by a low-pressure surge.
A physical theory of supersonic aerofoils in unsteady flow 247 The behaviour when the emission is constant a t volume V per unit time for t >0 will now be understandable. The appropriate solution of (2-1) is 0 = (V/lnr) H(at -r), giving the radial velocity VtH(at -r) and pressure change p = .
If the source operates for a finite time tv the flux is
which is illustrated in figure 2 . It should be noted that (i) We have used discontinuous solutions to an equation involving second partial derivatives. This is common practice, and a justification for it by Jeffreys (1946) is accessible.
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(ii) Although we have used the linearized theory, which requires small disturb ances, the solutions do not satisfy this condition. Nevertheless, if we use these solutions to calculate others in which the disturbances are small, these latter solutions will be valid approximations.
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L i n e so u r c e
An infinite line source is the natural unit in the development of the two-dimen sional theory. We shall find it advantageous to use both stationary and moving line sources.
3*1.
Line source at rest
The wave equation for the velocity potential with cylindrical symmetry is 020 8r> + r dr a2 dt1 '
and the easiest way to obtain selected solutions is to integrate the appropriate point source solutions. For example, for a uniform line source distributed along the z-axis which emits volume V per unit length as a pulse at 0, the solution is and it will be found th at (3*1*1) is formally satisfied by this result. If the emission is constant at volume V per unit length per unit time for > 0 the solution is
The radial velocity is
and the flux through unit length of a cylinder of radius , up to time t, is F = 2m j udr = (V/a) ( ) and the pressure change is
For comparison with figure 2 the flux for line emission for time tx is shown in figure 3 . asymptotic to , 
3*2. Line source unth velocity
If the emission is in the form of a pulse, no new solution is required. The disturbance is confined to the surface and interior of a cylinder of radius at, which drifts down stream with velocity U, and touches a 'Mach wedge' of semi-angle = sin-1 (a/U).
The solution for constant emission V per unit length per unit time for 0 is much more interesting, and presents some novel features (cf. Garrick & Rubinow
I947)* Figure 4
Figure 4 is a plane section perpendicular to the line source at O, and, as a m atter of linguistic convenience, figures and areas in this plane will be referred to instead of the cylindrical surfaces and volumes they represent. The axis is directed down stream parallel to the undisturbed flow, and Oy is perpendicular to it. The lines OMx and 0M2 are the traces of the Mach wedge. The following geometrical results will be needed frequently.
Consider the field point P. If Pi s within the Mach angle, it i two circles touching
OMx and 0M2 and passing through P, of radii arx and centres Cx and C2 lying on the axis Ox. If P is the point (x, y), then rx and r2 are the roots of the equation (U2-a 2)r2-2U xr+(x2 + y2) = 0
and
. where I t will be convenient in what follows to regard r2) as co-ordinates of P. This is ambiguous in that one pair of values of and refers to two points P, but since the solutions are symmetrical, this is harmless. Note th at (i) rx and real and distinct, P lies within the Mach angle; (ii) rL and r2 complex, P lies outside the Maoh angle; (iii) rx and r2 equal, P lies on the Mach hues. We now return to the case of the continuously emitting line source, and find the velocity potential.
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Suppose rx and r2 are real and less than t Figure 4 shows that P is affected only by waves whose radii ar satisfy the con dition rx^r^r 2. Integrating equation (3-1-2) the velocity potential for constant emission F per unit length per unit time for > 0 is clearly
where vj2 = The substitution r = t-T reduces this to
and the further substitution r = rx cos2 d.+ r2 sin2 6 gives us (f> = \V tan rx and r% complex Suppose rx^t^r 2
In this case the effective waves satisfy rx < r < and we get
Jo where sin2 6X -
Suppose rx and r2 > t.
The resdlts are illustrated in figure 5. I t will be seen th at the disturbance is confined to the surface and interior of the cylinder of radius at, centre a t 0), and the Mach wedge joining it to the source. W ithin the cylinder, ^ is a function °f rx, r2 and t, and the equipotential surfaces are elliptic cylinders touching the circular cylinder along its lines of contact with the Mach wedge. As the cylinder travels downstream, it leaves behind it a region in which (j> = const, and the flow consists of a velocity surge across the wave fronts. This is the final flow pattern spreading downstream-which is obviously necessary since changes cannot be propagated upstream if U > a.
From a practical point of view, the pressure distribution over the aerofoil is what is wanted. In addition, we shall calculate features of the velocity potential and velocity distribution sufficient to enable us to picture the physical processes involved.
4* 1 . The field of flow and method of treatment There is one peculiarity about this problem, which is common to the incompres sible and supersonic cases. I t is th a t the velocity is discontinuous a t the gust front, which must be regarded as a vortex sheet, and to describe the flow completely we require two different velocity potentials on either side of the gust front. W hat is actually done is to superimpose two fields of flow. In the first we include the gust velocity, and let the elements of the aerofoil entering the gust move so th at their normal velocity component relative to the gust is zero. I t is not really possible to draw this, but a representation is suggested in figure 6. still air 'aerofoil velocity I t is obvious th at no forces on the aerofoil can be generated in this way, since no disturbance is caused. In the second part, we reunite the fragments of the aerofoil, and calculate the corresponding forces. Figure 7 represents this, and corresponds to the 'broken-stick' diagram of von Karm&n & Sears (1938) . Their method is to consider the bound and shed vorticities and so obtain the circulation. A more obvious method is to represent the part of the aerofoil in the gust by a distribution of doublets, and this method is the more con venient in the supersonic case. I t may be remarked th at in both methods the aerofoil in the second diagram is supposed to lie everywhere very near the axis so th at the solution is only valid for small values of v. In practice, interest centres on gusts in which the velocity v is not small, but varies gradually through a 'gradient distance'. Solutions for gusts of this type, obtained from the sharp-edged gust solution by use of a superposition integral, are valid provided th at the variation in v over the c 4-2. Solution by means of moving sources I t was stated above th at the aerofoil would be represented by a distribution of doublets. I t is fortunate that, in the supersonic case in two dimensions, the two sides of the aerofoil are completely separated, and distribution of sources will suffice for half the field. For the other half we have only to change a few signs. Figure 7 suggests the method of solution. We replace the elements shown there by line sources, which proceed with speed U and begin operating when they cross the gust front. The appropriate diagram, obtained by repetition of figure 5 , is given as figure 8.
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W. J. Strang boundary of disturbance The boundary of the disturbance in half the field is the thick line. W ithin the shaded space (rx and r2 real and less than t), integration of equation (3-2-3) gives < f > = £F(ztan/4-The equipotentials are planes parallel to the wave front j and the velocity is a uniform velocity perpendicular to the wave front, superimposed on the general flow U. In other words, the final (Ackeret) flow is established here, and to get the right normal velocity a t the aerofoil we must have V = 2v. Thuŝ = v ( xt an/4 -y )and p = throughout this region. The velocity potential and pressure distribution within the cylinder can be cal culated by integration of the solution of § 3*2, and the integrals are, in fact, expressible in elementary functions. The evaluation of these integrals is highly complicated, however, and so are the results. Accordingly, the pressure distribution within the cylinder will be calculated over the aerofoil itself, i.e. for = 0 only.
I t happens to be easier to proceed by adopting a different point of view developed in the next section. Mathematically, it amounts to changing the order of integration. Integration by the methods of this section has been performed, to check the results, but is not presented.
4*3. Solution by means of stationary sources
Physically, we can replace the aerofoil by stationary sources which spring into operation as the leading edge of the aerofoil passes over them-a notion exploited by Prandtl. The appropriate diagram is figure 9.
F ioubk 9
Once the decision has been made to restrict calculation to 0, the velocity potential loses its interest, and we may as well calculate the pressure distribution direct. This is equivalent to differentiating under an integral sign.
Let P be the point ( x, 0). Let Q be the point ( X J r ,0), such th at 0 Consider a fine source of strength (V U 8r) situated a t Q, and suppose th at this source has been operating for time r. Then, from equation (3-1*4), the pressure change a t P due to this source is 
I f x < (U -a) t
Then rx and r2 are both less than t. The limits of integration are really controlled by the unit-step function and are J . I t may be verified th at in this case p = pva sec fiy in agreement with (4*2*1).
I f (U -a )t< x < (U + a)t
Then rx < t < r2 and the limits of integration are effectively J and the result is p = pva sec ju,(2dIn) 1
5-ad. j where sin2 6 = {( U -a)/2ax} {(U + a) t -x).
(4*3*1)
I f x> ( U + a)t
This is in the undisturbed region, and no pressure change exists. Figure 8 gives a picture of what is going on-simple Aokeret flow in the shaded region (rx and r2 less than t) and a rather complicated transition zone with a cylindrical boundary. As the aerofoil penetrates the gust the picture grows in size, but does not change otherwise until the trailing edge enters the disturbance. A new pattern then springs from the rear of the aerofoil, but has no effect on the aerofoil itself. If tandem aerofoils become the fashion, it will be necessary to extend the calculations to this field, but for the moment this can be omitted.
4*4.
Lift and pressure-growth functions for sharp-edged gust
We proceed to calculate the lift and moment growth functions, first introducing certain non-dimensional quantities, as follows: I t would be possible to calculate a moment-growth function also, since this is implicit in the pressure distribution. Owing to separation near the trailing edge and the general sensitivity of moment calculations, estimates of supersonic pitching moments have hitherto proved unreliable, and it is thought unwise to pretend th at the methods adopted here are likely to prove more successful.
G r o w th of l if t o v e r a s u p e r s o n ic a e r o f o il , FOLLOWING A CHANGE OF INCIDENCE
In the corresponding theory for incompressible flow, it is convenient to separate the effects of acceleration, angular velocity and change of incidence. Of the three, the last is the most important. Physically, a change of incidence without angular velocity is realized by imposing a small velocity v normal to the chord, and only this case is treated here. Angular velocity can be treated on similar lines, if required, by making the strength of the source distribution vary linearly with the chordwise dimension.
5*1. Method treatment
At the moment when the velocity v is imposed, e behave as a line doublet (or source, as far as half the field is concerned) in the manner described in §4*1, and treatm ent is possible by moving sources and by stationary sources.
Treatment by stationary sources has one big advantage-it finks the calculation up with that already performed for the gust, and so saves work. A little thought will make it clear that to change from the gust to the change of incidence, we have to add a sheet of sources to the right of the ' gust front which begin operating a t = 0. For an aerofoil of finite chord, this sheet should be of finite and variable width. But as long as our interest is restricted to the region forward of the Mach wedge from the trailing edge, it will serve as well if we take a sheet of sources covering the whole plane to the right of the gust front.
The velocity and pressure distribution for such a semi-infinite sheet of sources is the subject of the next section.
5-2. Sheet of stationary sources
We consider a uniform sheet of sources covering the whole half-plane for which y -0, x >0, and suppose th at the emission is constant at volume V per unit area per unit time for t0 , and zero for t <0. T tary fashion by integrating the corresponding solutions for a fine source.
At time t, the disturbance occupies a cylinder of radius at, with axis along the edge of the sheet, and a 'sandwich' of thickness 2 (figure 12).. W ithin the shaded region, the behaviour is th a t of an infinite sheet. The flow is pure expansion normal to the sheet, with velocity \V and the bounding planes are plane wave fronts. Thus, within the shaded space the pressure change is V -\pVa.
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(5-2-1) W ithin the cylinder, the velocity distribution is rather complicated. The pressure distribution is obtained by integration of (3-1-4) and is found to be p = (pVa/^n) {n + 2 sin-1 (xl^J[a2 t2 -y2] )}, or, in the most im portant case when y -0
V{pVajAn)
{n + 2 sin-1 ( 5-3. Floiv pattern and lift and pressure-growth functions for change of incidence Figure 14 illustrates the flow patterns obtaining after the aerofoil has travelled \ and 1-1 chords after the change of incidence {fi = 30°). I t is clear that, of the various zones present, only those marked AB , C af aerofoil. Region A is one of pure expansion normal to the aerofoil, and the velocity superimposed on the general velocity U is perpendicular to the aerofoil. In the in t < stages of the motion, region A covers most of the aerofoil. Region G is the region in which the final (Ackeret) flow is already established. Initially very small, it ultimately covers the whole aerofoil. In this region, the perturbation velocity is normal to the wave fronts.
Region Bi s a complicated transition zone, and no attem pt is made a t verba description.
We now proceed to calculate the lift and moment growth functions, using the fact th at the pressure distribution is to be obtained by combining the solutions of §5*2 with those of § 4-4» Define the pressure growth function for change of incidence by , . pressurẽ !» //» " » -Ackeret' value ' where v = Ux (change in incidence). The results of preceding sections expressed in non-dimensional form give \Jrla = 1 if (1 -sin/*)s, 
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Numerical values are given m figure 15. ijf 2a , -lift due to change of incidence/Ackeret value.
0-866
F l u t t e r d e r iv a t iv e s
Flutter derivatives have already been computed, using linearized theory, by several methods and, in particular, Temple & Jahn (1945) give a wide range of results. The various methods (with the exception of th at of Collar) agree, and there is no doubt that the results are accurate within the limitations of the linearized theory. In these circumstances, there is no occasion to indulge in further calculations of this kind, and all that will be done is to show how the results of § 5 of this work can be made to yield flutter derivatives (in particular, the flexural damping deriva tive l& ) and to explain why Collar's theory is incorrect. 6*1. The derivative Consider a two-dimensional aerofoil oscillating in such a way th a t no pitching occurs, and the displacement normal to the chord is For the purpose of calculating derivatives, we may suppose s large, and it is sufficient to suppose s >(1 -sin/0 -1. Evaluation of the integral leads to sion of the form
where Lz and L k are the coefficients of sin (As) and cos (As) in the final form of equation
The analysis is lengthy and is not presented here, but it is a fact th at the results so obtained agree with those ot'other investigators, which is quite an exacting test of the results of § § 4 and 5.
6-2. Collar's theory An elementary theory for supersonic flutter derivatives was put forward by Collar in a tentative fashion (Collar 1944) . He made it quite clear th at his funda mental hypothesis-that the Ackeret theory is applicable to unsteady flow-was unproved, and later Temple & Jahn (1945) showed th at his results were wrong except in the limiting cases of zero frequency or infinite Mach number.
The reason why his assumption was wrong is clearly shown by figure 14. The Ackeret flow is labelled C in th at figure, and it is this th at Collar took for the flow over the whole aerofoil. Thus for the function rjrla he took 1-0 throughout, which is only correct when p -0 and the Mach number is infinite. In the other case when frequency is small, the regions for which \]slgL 4= 1 are swept off the aerofoil before they have much effect, and his results are again correct in the limit when the frequency tends to zero.
L if t o f l o a d e d w in g s d u e to g u st s
The results of § § 4 and 5 apply to wings whose motion is rectilinear, but a real aircraft is deflected from its path when it enters a gust, and the lift on its wings is in consequence modified. In the incompressible theory, the study of two-dimensional loaded wings which are free to move vertically (but not to pitch) has proved profit able and the corresponding supersonic case is examined here.
The work which follows is subject to all the restrictions of linearized theory, with the additional limitation th at pitoh is omitted. The range of variables coveredspeed, wing-loading, gust profile-is fairly extensive. 7*2. Linear flat-topped gust The gust profile used as standard nowadays has a transition distance (measured as d chords in length) in which the gust velocity v increases linearly with distance of penetration into the gust, and v is taken constant for greater distances of penetra tion. Figure 21 shows the notation adopted here.
Let L x = 2 p k as ec p. 
